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The bases and the cocircuits of a matroid form a blocking pair of clutters: this 
fact leads to simple proofs of some basic and well-known facts about matroids, 
including a variety of axiomatizations 
Let R be a clurcer on a finite set E (that is, a collection of subsets of E of 
which none contains another). Edmonds and Fulkerson [l] have defined 
b(. #), the blocker of .R, to be the collection of minimal sets intersecting 
every member of .7. Thus b(W) is a clutter and 
LEMMA 1 [ 1, 31. For clutters 2 and -i”‘, the following are equivalent. 
(i) i = b(.$): 
(ii) for RE9, SEY, RnS##; and for sESEY’, [here is 
RE.#suchthatRn(S\(s})=#(i.e.,RfIS=(s}). 
(iii) for all A G E, A contains an S E i if and only if E\P does not 
contain an R E .#. 
(iv) # = b( ‘i ). 
Proof. (iii) * (ii) * (i) * (iii), and (iii) is symmetric in .:%’ and .;/ . For 
details, see [ 11 or [3 1. I 
It is easy to see that the collection of bases and the collection of cocircuits 
of a matroid form a blocking pair of clutters. We present an approach to the 
development of axiom systems for matroids based heavily on the above 
lemma, particularly property (ii); we also show where this type of approach 
provides simple proofs of some further results. All results in this paper, 
except the sufficiency of some of the conditions in the next theorem, are 
already known-see, for example, [4]. 
Let .d be a clutter on a finite set E, and let Y = b(9). Let c(.9) denote 
{ E\B: B E Id) (so c(c(. ~9)) = ..8), and let %? = b(c(9)). Let ~9 = sub(.2), by 
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which we denote the collection of subsets of members of .&. (Thus 8 is the 
collection of sets not containing a member of V, and is hereditary, i.e.. 
A E B and B E 8 = A E 8.) Note that each of 3, ‘F, 9’ or Z determines all 
the others. We will refer to a member of P (etc.) as a Q-set (etc.). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that Y, 8. F, and 8 are as abotie. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) If a E B E .d, then there is only one set D E 9’ such that 
D n B = {a} (such a set D exists by Lemma 1 (ii)). 
(ii) Zf B,, B,E.d and b,EB,. then there is bz E Bz such that 
B,\P, 1 u i&J E .8’. 
(iii) If A E B and B E .;II’, then there is B’ E ;19 such that A G B’ z 
Au B. 
(iv) ZfAEF. DEY anddEDcE\A. then AU(d}EF. 
(v) IfCEY andDEi”, then lCfTDj# 1. 
(vi) rf D,, D,E % (D,#D,) and aED,nD,, then D,UD,\8(a) 
contains a member of 9. 
(vii) It will be protled with Corollary 3 that the dual (as defined there) 
of each of the abolle is also equivalent. 
Proof (i) 2 (ii). Assume (i), and let B,, Bz E 8 and b, E B,. Let D be 
the unique Y-set such that Dn B, = (b,}. Choose bz E Dn Bz, then 
B,\ib,J U l&l i n ersects t all the Y-sets and thus contains a d-set B. Clearly 
6, E B. By a similar argument, there is b’ E B, such that B\(bz} U (b’ } 
contains a &set, which, as .d is a clutter, must be B, . Thus 
B=B,\ib,Ju IhI- 
(ii) => (iii) Assume (ii), and let A E K and B E d. Let A C_ B” E H. 
Then, by (ii). we may repeatedly replace the elements of B” not in A by 
elements of B. finishing with B’ E d such that A 5 B’ 5 A U B. 
(iii) => (iv) Assume (iii), and let A E F’, with D E Y such that 
d~D~E~.ThenletBE3suchthatDnB={d),andletB’E3’such 
that AGB’GAUB. Then as B’nD##, dEB’ and thus AU{d}E8 as 
required. 
(iv) 3 (v) Suppose that (v) does not hold, with C E F and DE 4;r 
such that C n D = (d}. Then let A = C\(d}, so A E 8 and D f7 A = Q but 
A U (d) 6? F; thus (iv) does not hold. 
(v) 3 (i) Suppose that (i) does not hold, with D,. D? E 9 and B E n’ 
suchthatD,nB=D,nB=(a).ChoosedED,\Dz,thenBU(d}contains 
some C E V’ (which must contain d). But if a E C, then (C fl D,I = 1, 
otherwise /C n D, 1 = 1. Thus (v) does not hold. 
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(i)o(vi) Let D,, DZEQ with a E D, fl D,. Then D, U Dz\{a) does 
not contain a G-set o E\(D, U D*\(a}) contains a .%set B (which must 
necessarily contain a). I 
When I/, .8’, F and P satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2, we call P a 
matroid on E, calling its members independent sets; we call the V-sets its 
cocircuits, the V-sets its circuits, and the .$-sets its buses. The following 
results assume F to be a matroid, with /I’, ,d and P related to F as above. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 5 be a mutroid. Then F* = sub(c(.xi)) is a mutroid. 
the dual of %, with buses B* = c(.z?), circuits ‘V* = Y, cocircuits 2” = ‘F. 
und independent sets F* = sub(..&*). 
Proof The appropriate relations hold between these collections of sets, 
namely, Y* = b(.2*) (as V = b(c(,d))) and F* = b(c(.d*)) (as 9’ = b(. r/)). 
Now the condition of Theorem 2(v) is invariant under this duality. and so 
the result follows, as does the remark of Theorem 2(vii). 
COROLLARY 4. The buses of a mutroid all have the same cardinal. 
Proof. By Theorem 2(ii). any basis can be transformed into any other by 
a finite number of cardinal-preserving steps. 
COROLLARY 5. A E 7 if and only IX for each a EA. there is D E 2’ 
such that DnA = (a}. 
Proof. Let A E P, with A G B E .d. Then there is D E 9’ such that 
D n B = (a). The converse follows by repeated application of Theorem 
Z(iv). 
The property of this corollary does not characterize a matroid for if 
;r/=r/‘=((l,2.3}, (1,4}, (2,4}, (3.411 and ‘F=((l,2,4), (1,3,4). 
(2, 3, 4 11. then the conclusion remains true although F is not a matroid. 
The usual proofs of both parts of the next theorem use induction on the 
number of elements involved. 
THEOREM 6. Let D,, Dz E Ir’ (the set of cocircuits of a mutroid). Let 
uED,\Dz,bED,nDzundcED,\D,. Then 
(i) there is a cocircuit D such that a E D E D, U Dz\{b), and 
(ii) there is a cocircuit D such that (a, c) G D c D, U Dz. 
Proof. (i) Let Y’= (DEQ:D~D,uD,t, .;d’ = b(Y) and 
d’ = sub(.d’). Then as 9” obeys Theorem 2(vi), 8’ is a matroid. By 
Theorem 2(iv), applied to P’, (a, 6) E F’, and by Corollary 5, applied to %‘, 
there is a D E 5” such that D n (a, b 1 = (a 1, as required. 
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(ii) Let V’ be as above, and we have (a) E P’. Let B E ..ip’ such that 
Bn D, = (c), and by Theorem 2(iii), let B’ E 9’ such that {a) c B’ C 
{a) UB. Then as B’f7 D2#4, B’n D, = (c). Let D’E G?’ such that 
D’ n B’ = (a}. As D’ k D,, there exists d E D’ n D2. By Theorem 2(vi), let 
D E 9’ such that D z D’ U D,\(d}. Thus D n B’ G (a, c). As d & D, D is 
not D’ or D,, which are the unique (by Theorem 2(i)) ic’-sets intersecting B’ 
in (a) and (c}, respectively. Thus D n B’ = (a, cl, and D is the required 
cocircuit. I 
THEOREM 7. For b b? A G E, the following are equivalent. 
(i) If b E D E ‘I’, then D n A # I$. 
(ii) There is A’ G A such that A’ E 7, but A’ U (b) 6L 8. 
(iii) There is C E W such that b E C E A U (b}. 
Proof (i) 3 (ii) Let A’ G A be maxima1 such that A’ E P. Then it can 
be seen from Theorem 2(iv) that whenever D E Q and Dn A’ = @, 
DnA=d also. Thus, whenever bEDE5’ (and DnA#$), DnA’##. 
and so, by Corollary 5. A’ U (b) c?L 8. 
(ii)=+- (iii) If A’ E 8 but A’U {bJ @Z’, then A’U {b) contains a 
circuit which is not contained in A’. 
(iii) 3 (i) Let (iii) hold, and let bEDE2. Then as ICnDl#l, D 
contains an element of C\(b}, and so of A. I 
DEFINITION. If b E .4 or the conditions of Theorem 7 hold, then b 
depends on A, b(A. Also the span [A] of A is (b E E: b]A}, and if B s [A] 
we say B depends on A, BIA. It is now easy to derive the standard properties 
of this relation ], whose negative is denoted ,# 
COROLLARY 8. For A, B. C E E, 
D(1) AJA: 
D(2) ifAlB and BIG, then AIC; 
D(3) ifbl;A but blAU (a], then alAU (b}. 
Proof. D( 1) follows from the definition. By Theorem 7(i), A 1 B means: 
forDf~,ifAnD#~,thenB~D#~.ThusD(2)follows.IfbJAU(a), 
then, by Theorem 7(iii), there is a circuit C such that b E C G A LJ {a, b}; as 
b{A, a E C. Therefore aJ A U (b), and D(3) holds. 1 
In fact, a relation I satisfying D(1) to D(3) (or an operator [ ] satisfying 
corresponding conditions) uniquely defines a matroid. The following results 
also follow easily using Theorem 7. For b E E, define S(b) = { D\(b\: 
b E D E 9 }. and V(b) similarly. 
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COROLLARY 9. (i) x/ = (minimal sets A L E such that E ) A }: 
(ii) 2’ = {minimal sets F c E such that EkEiF) ; 
(iii) % = (A GE: atA\ for all a E A}; 
(iv) ([21)&r b E E. Q(b) = b(p(b)); 
(v) if (6, c) G C E V. then there is D E CI’ such that D n C = (6, c). 
Proof Theorem 7(i) shows that EIA o A intersects all cocircuits, 
whence (i) follows. Now, as /I’ = /I(.&), (ii) follows from this and the fact 
that EIA and A s E\F imply El E\F. Part (iii) is a consequence of corollary 
5 and Theorem 7(i), while (iv) follows from the equivalence of Theorem 7(i). 
(iii). and from Lemma l(iii). Now, by Lemma l(ii). (v) follows from 
(iv). I 
We note that Lehman [2] further shows that, if b E E and ? is a 
connected matroid on E (i.e., each pair of elements is contained in a circuit), 
then /I’(b) determines %. The following characterization of % (for F 
connected), which resembles Corollary 5, is implicit in [2]: for each b E E. 
AE% if and only if, for all A’sA. there is DE Y(b) with IDnA’/ = 1. 
We next refer briefly to matroids constructed as in the proof of Theorem 
6. For F G E, define the conrracrion of % to F to be the matroid %’ on F 
with cocircuit collection 9’ = (D E 9: D G F} (which clearly satisfies 
Theorem Z(vi)). Now, for A C F, A intersects all V/-sets o A U (E\F) 
contains a .8-set, and so the basis collection .3’ = b(P’) is {minimal sets 
B n F such that B E -s’}. Similarly, from Corollary 9(iv), its circuit 
collection can be seen to be ‘p’ = {minimal sets Cn F such that C E V). 
Finally we note that the equivalence of some of the axiom systems for 
independence spaces (or infinite finite-character matroids-see Welsh [4]) 
can be derived from the equivalence of the corresponding axiom systems for 
(finite) matroids and therefore, indirectly, from the approach taken in this 
paper. 
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